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The TinyDTC is a single channel differential temperature controller.  It comes with a 2 

digit 7 segment display for monitoring the temperature of the two temperature sensors 

and for configuration of the various parameters of the temperature controller.  The output 

is a 5A rated relay contacts that can be used to switch both AC and DC load devices.  IDC 

connectors are used for the temperature sensors inputs, screw terminals for the 12VDC 

power input and the relay contact outputs. 

 

The TinyDTC supports 3 programmable temperature control modes: (Differential, HEAT, 

COOL), as well as a CYCLIC TIMER mode, and ON/OFF modes for testing. 



 

 

TinyDTC Programmable Parameters 

 

Temperature Control Modes: Differential, HEAT, COOL, CYCLIC TIMER, ON, OFF 

 

Setpoint: Range (0 - 212 F) - Used with HEAT and COOL modes only 

 

DeltaT On: Range (2 - 31 F) - Used with Differential Mode Only - Differential Delta T 

degrees before turn on 

T1 - T2 > DeltaT On value to turn on. 

 

DeltaT Off: Range (1 - 30 F) - Used with Differential Mode Only - Differential 

Delta T degrees before turn off, must be less than DeltaT On value 

 

HighT Shutdown: Range (0 - 212 F) --Used with Differential Mode only-- Disables relay 

output when T2 > HighT value 

 

LowT Shutdown - Range (0 - 212 F) - Used with Differential Mode only - Disables relay 

output when T1 < LowT value 

 

Freeze Protection:  When enabled, will force output on when T1 < 35F.  Overrides LowT 

setting. 

 

Cyclic Timer On Time - Range (1 - 250 minutes) -- Used only in Cyclic Timer Mode 

 

Cyclic Timer Off Timer - Range (1 - 250 minutes) -- Used only in Cyclic Timer Mode 

 

TinyDTC Status Display 

 

The 7 segment display will display the temperature of both temp sensors and the relay 

state in status mode, it also provides the min and max temperature history for each 

sensor with a manual reset. 

 

Power  Consumption:   

 
Voltage: 11VDC - 14VDC @ 100mA max current.   

Uses approx 10mA with display idle and relay off. 

Uses approx 60mA with display active and relay off.   

Uses approx 75mA with display active and relay on. 

 

Relay Output - rated for 5A @ 120VAC and 5A @ 12VDC.  For larger loads, use onboard 

relay to control external bigger relay or SSR. 



 



Youtube Video of TinyDTC Controller Programming: 

 

This is a link to a youtube video that shows how the TinyDTC is configured and used. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCHV6x-kg-8&feature=plcp 

 

 


